
Speed Training
Choose the key and scale and set the
rhythmic complexity to 1 or 2.
 
Set the tempo very fast and work on
responding as quickly as possible.
 
When good mastery is achieved,
increase the complexity so more
notes are called.

Choose a single harmonic sonority
from a song the student is working on
and set PitchBop to play the
corresponding scale.
 
This allows students to concentrate
on hearing melodies for a specific
sonority.

Dissecting and Digging

Interval Concentration
Use the range specifiers to limit calls
to a particular range you would like
the student to work on.
 
For instance, to work on the throat
tones on clarinet, limit the range to
between Eb4 and B4.

Scales and arpeggios can be assigned
and then reinforced by assigning

the same scale in PitchBop.
 

Teachers could select the assigned
tempo, complexity, and keys and set

an accuracy goal for each scale.
 

This use is extensible in many ways,
for many different levels of player.

Scales and Modes

Call-and-Response
with Rhythm section

In Practice Mode, select a key, scale,
and tempo. Have the rhythm section
play along with the metronome,
comping the chord that corresponds
to the scale while the horn section
responds.
 
This addresses good time and voicing
in the rhythm section while the
single-line players work on their ear.
 
The single-line players wouldn’t even
need to play the response back - they
could just respond to the “call” in any
way they’d like.

Observe students using PitchBop and
see how the student plays “as a
performance.”
 
Also, teachers can provide
suggestions for improvement based
on the observations.

During the Lesson

Friendly Competition
Take turns playing responses
throughout an ensemble.

Can be used to teach scales without
thinking about intervallic content, just
kinetic actions.

Visual Learning on the
Keyboard

Improve your Soloing
skills

Set the range limits accordingly  to
help explore areas of the instrument
that feel uncomfortable or unfamiliar
to the student.

Have string players (bass, gtr., etc.)
use it on early complexity levels and
have them respond on only one string
to develop a good sense for the
intervals and the distance between
notes.

Playing on One String

Improve Intonation
Have singers and fretless instrument
students set PitchBop to low
complexity levels to concentrate on
playing in tune.
 
This way they get to practise pitch
recognition and accuracy together.

Have the student set the range
according to the position you
want to focus on.
 
E.g. 5th position would be A2 to C5
and have him use the “Practise Mode”
to play a variety of scales staying
strictly in that position.
 
This will force him to think outside
the standard positions that guitar
players use and think more in terms
of intervals. It will also
help strengthen the fretboard
knowledge.
 
You can change scales staying in the
same position, or change the position
staying in the same scale depending
on what you want to
focus on.

Position Learning for
Guitar

Practice
that feels like

performance
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